Where that lone phalanx stood,

And glances pass'd, and words were spoken,

'Their banners unfurled, and gaily streaming—

They came as the ocean-wave comes in wrath.

Thy frown hath been as a withering fate,

And lay it to heart. If they cannot carry religion

Yet look where lives in glory's lire—

Had snatched from its peaceful sleep,

Broke on the ear and flashed on the eye,

With hearts for the conflict, but not for despair;

As they float abroad in the Cairo, light—

Lead us to its attainment, than the undefined emo-

ties of human kn's, and the disgrace of detection
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should make them to differ? He was silent.— I
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MODERN INDIFFERENCE.

We have seen a letter reported to have been written by a wife to her husband, in which she

said, that she could not bear to have her husband's comfort and content in another's keeping,
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